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HANDOUT 6

Instructions
The following case studies are examples of problems faced by many CES teachers and leaders.
Identify the gospel principles (including any principles of edification from page 2 of Teaching
the Gospel: A Handbook) that could be considered in solving the problems in each case study.
Decide how you might apply the principles you identified. Be prepared to share your answers
with the in-service group.

Case Studies
1. Brother Shepherd lives in a small town where the stake leaders have never given much time

or effort to enrolling seminary students. The seminary has 41 percent of the potential
students enrolled this year. In all the years seminary has been established in this stake, it has
never had over 50 percent of the youth enrolled.

2. Your coordinator is responsible for six stakes. He knows that the quality of teaching
throughout the six stakes could be improved, but his institute teaching schedule and his
administrative responsibilities seem to take all of his time. He has good intentions but
seldom visits any of the teachers.

3. You receive a call from a desperate mother who has just received a letter from the seminary
about her daughter’s lack of attendance. Her daughter is “really a good girl” but has recently
become disrespectful at home and refuses to attend church. The girl says she likes her
seminary teacher but often cruises the town with her friends during seminary and does not
see why it is such a big deal that she has missed several classes. She says it’s not real school
anyway.

4. Brother Jones serves on the stake high council. He would like his daughter removed from
Brother Smith’s seminary class because of the “false doctrine” being taught.

5. Lately several items have mysteriously disappeared from students’ backpacks and purses.
Even the teacher has had things disappear.

6. One of the teachers in your building has run into some financial problems. To keep twin
sons on their missions, he has started working a second job. He has been late to class
several times, and he leaves as soon as class is over so he can get to his other job. He hardly
ever attends in-service meetings, and the lack of preparation is evident in his teaching.

7. In the middle of March one of your students raises her hand during your lesson and says,
“It’s getting kind of boring in here. Do you think you could spice things up a bit?”

8. A student is consistently tardy to your class. He always seems to enter the classroom at the
most inconvenient time; rather than slipping in quietly, he always announces his arrival.

9. You are just ending what has been a great experience with your class when you notice a
student sitting in his usual place in the corner. The scowl on his face communicates that the
experience has not affected his sour attitude. His parents have told him that he can’t drive
unless he goes to seminary.

ACCEPT AND FULFILL YOUR COMMISSION

Notes✎


